
This is a legal agreement between you “the licensee” and Smashicons 
represented by Creattica Ltd as “the licensor”. By downloading and using this 

product or part thereof, from or with any media, constitutes your acceptance of 
the terms of this agreement.

Free Content
This license allows the user to use any of the free content within a project as long as 
Smashicons has been clearly attributed. The user must give appropriate credit in a visible 
location close to the content, stating clearly that Smashicons is the author and providing a link 
to Smashicons.com. 

If it is not possible to credit Smashicons clearly next to the content then attribution must 
appear within a credits or acknowledgment section of the project, website or social media 
posts.

If the icons / assets are altered or used within a another product, the user must still credit 
Smashicons.

Paid Content 
Content purchased from Smashicons under the basic membership requires no credit or 
attribution.

Pro Lifetime License
If you are using the Smashicons Pro lifetime license or subscription service, no credit or 
attribution is required.

How Can I Use Smashicons Content
Assets can be used in the Licensee’s personal, professional, internal, editorial and client 
projects including printed materials, advertisements, packaging, presentations, video, on-line, 
computer games and applications or multimedia projects;

You have the non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub licensable right to use the Licensed 
Material for unlimited clients or applications, commercials projects or in any allowed media.

Making modifications or alterations to the Assets (changing the color, size, orientation and 
shape), but this does not allow you to sell or license them.

What You Can Not Do
1. Post any Assets on any website, electronic bulletin board, FTP, or file sharing programs;

2. Sell, sub-license, rent, distribute or otherwise grant rights or make available for use by 
others all or a portion of the Assets in form or formats designed or intended for re-use of 
the Assets;

3. Use or permit the use of the Assets, or any part thereof, as a trademark or service mark, 
or claim any proprietary rights of any sort in the Assets, or any part thereof;
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4. Use, or allowing anyone else to use any of the Assets to create pornographic, fraudulent, 
obscene, immoral, infringing, illegal, blasphemous or defamatory material;

5. Using the Assets in a way not specifically permitted or prohibited by this agreement, 
without prior written consent from the Licensor is a violation of Copyright law.

6. You may not rent, sub-license, sell, assign, convey or transfer Licensed Material, this 
Agreement or any of its rights under this Agreement;

7. You may not use Licensed Material on physical items for resale and “print on demand” 
items such as t-shirts, postcards, mouse pads, coffee mugs, calendars, or on any similar 
mass produced items that would contain the Licensed Material in a partly, or dominant 
way;

8. You may not sell, license or distribute any derivative work based on the Licensed Material;

9. Licensed Material shall not be incorporated into a logo, application icon, trademark or 
service mark;

LIMITATIONS
1. The Assets may not be re-sold, sub licensed, rented, transferred or otherwise made 

available to others.

2. All Assets are owned by the Licensor and are protected by European Union Copyright 
Law. No title to or intellectual property rights to the Assets are transferred to you. The 
Licensor retains all rights not expressly granted by this License Agreement. Trademarks 
shall be used in accordance with accepted trademark practice, including identification 
of trademark owner’s name. Such use of any trademark does not give you any rights of 
ownership in that trademark. Except as stated above, this License Agreement does not 
grant you any intellectual property rights in the Assets. Unpublished rights are reserved.

Unauthorized use results in the immediate termination of this license, and with it, your rights 
to use the Licensed Material.

No ownership or copyright in any Licensed Material (icons, icon sets, graphics or web 
templates) shall pass to you by the issuance of the license contained in this Agreement.

The Licensed Material is not transferable.

Creaticca Ltd
team@smashicons.com
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